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Abstract:
A novel type of dual concentric core photonic crystal fiber
(PCF) is proposed and theoretically analyzed, aiming at the design of
tunable dispersive fiber elements for polarization-mode-dispersion (PMD)
compensation. The adjustment of the fiber’s geometrical birefringence
through the proper selection of structural parameters leads to very high
values of differential group-delay (DGD). Moreover, the value of DGD can
be dynamically tuned by infiltrating the outer core capillaries of the PCF
with an optical liquid, which allows for the thermal control of its refractive
index. Such fibers are envisaged as tunable dispersive fiber elements for
PMD compensation or emulation modules.
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1.

Introduction

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) constitute a special class of optical fibers, which are characterized by a cladding of air capillaries most commonly arranged in a triangular lattice. The
form of the central defect core is associated with the PCF’s light guiding mechanism: indexguiding in the case of a solid core, or bandgap-guiding when low-index or hollow cores are
used. PCFs have been thoroughly investigated in the last years, since they offer extensive design capabilities, which allow for the tailoring of key-optical fiber properties, such as dispersion,
non-linearity and birefringence [1].
Among these possibilities, efficient dispersion management has been shown by proper design of index-guiding silica PCFs. Control of the zero-dispersion wavelength, ultra-flattened
dispersion, and chromatic dispersion optimized fiber structures have been widely studied and
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demonstrated [2]. In particular, dual-concentric-core PCFs, formed by raising the refractive
index of one of the cladding’s rings, are characterized by very high absolute values of the
chromatic dispersion (CD) coefficient D [3]. As in the case of their conventional counterparts
[4, 5], dual-core PCFs support two supermodes whose anti-crossing at a specific wavelength
may readily provide values of D in the range of thousands of ps/nm·km, allowing for efficient
chromatic dispersion compensation [6]. The refractive index profile in the cladding of dual-core
PCFs can be controlled by suitable selection of the air-capillaries dimensions, avoiding the need
for doping, while permitting at the same time optimized slope-matching for CD compensation
[7]. Moreover, PCFs offer the possibility of designing in-fiber elements with thermally tunable
dispersive properties, by infiltrating all or some of its capillaries with an optical liquid [8, 9].
This work focuses on the design and study of a novel type of highly-birefringent dual-core
PCFs. First, it is demonstrated that by appropriate adjustment of the structural and material parameters, the geometrically induced birefringence may result in very high values of differential
group delay (DGD) within the spectral range of optical fiber communications windows. Next,
a parametric study is performed focusing on the impact of various structural and material parameters on the DGD profile of the proposed PCFs. Finally, the possibility to thermally control
the values of DGD is assessed, in the context of designing more functional tunable devices.
Indeed, owing to the stochastic nature of PMD variations in high bit-rate fiber communication
links [10, 11] and the increasing demand on techniques that allow dynamic compensation of
impairments in order to provide reliable network performance, dispersive elements with tunable
DGD are essential in the design of PMD compensating modules [12]. Contrary to existing tunable PMD compensation techniques, based on linearly chirped highly-birefringent fiber Bragg
gratings [13], the PCFs here presented offer an in-fiber alternative solution, which covers a
broad range of DGD values, while exhibiting also extensive thermal tunability. The proposed
dispersive elements could also be exploited in PMD emulators, where controllable high-values
of DGD are required in order to estimate the PMD-caused signal impairment in real long-haul
optical fiber links [14], or to compensate the DGD induced by other components, such as fiber
grating-based tunable chromatic dispersion compensation modules [15].
2.
2.1.

Tunable differential-group-delay in birefringent dual-core PCFs
Structural parameters

The layout of the proposed PCF is shown in Fig. 1(a). The fiberglass material is silica and the
lattice of air-capillaries is characterized by a pitch Λ and a hole radius r. The air-hole radius
rd of one ring is reduced and its capillaries are infiltrated with a liquid of index nd , so that
the outer high-index core of the dual-core PCF is formed. The progressive coupling of optical
power between the inner and the outer core leads to a notch in the dispersion curve of the
supermodes supported by the fiber, which is responsible for the exceptionally high absolute
values of D and, as it will be shown, those of DGD in the case of highly-birefringent PCFs.
Selective infiltration of either the smaller or larger air-holes of a PCF’s cladding can be readily
achieved, for instance by exploiting the difference in the infusion length among capillaries of
different radii [17, 18, 19, 20]. The radius r1 of two air-holes adjacent to the fiber’s inner core is
modified, in order to induce geometrical birefringence. In addition, the radius r6 of the last ring
may be modified so as to control the level of confinement losses. The index of the infiltrated
liquid can be thermally tuned, providing a means of dynamic control of the PCF’s dispersive
properties and, most important, the value of the induced DGD. As the key-element of a PMDcompensation module, the proposed dual-core PCF can provide the necessary compensating
values of DGD, which in real long-haul systems are time-variant and follow a Maxwellian
distribution [12]. Figure 1(b) shows the basic scheme and the components of an all-fiber PMDcompensation module, where the signal quality control feedback circuit drives a polarization
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controller, also possibly PCF-based [16], and the proposed tunable-DGD dual-core PCF.

Fig. 1. (a) Layout of the proposed birefringent dual-core PCF. The lattice pitch equals Λ
and the air-hole radius is r. The hole radius rd of one ring is reduced in order to form
the outer high-index fiber core. To induce birefringence, the radius r1 of two air-holes
adjacent to the fiber core is modified, as well as that of the last ring r6 in order to control
the level of confinement losses. The high-index ring capillaries are infiltrated with a liquid
with refractive index nd . (b) Basic scheme of a PMD compensation module composed of a
polarization controller, the proposed PCF and a signal quality control feedback circuit.

2.2.

Dispersion properties of dual-concentric-core PCFs

The PCF’s modal dispersive properties are studied by means of the multipole method, which
is capable of solving for the effective modal indices of the supermodes supported by the fiber
[21, 22]. Material dispersion of silica is taken into account via the corresponding Sellmeier
equation. As an initial indicative example, Fig. 2 shows the wavelength dependence of the CD
coefficient D(λ ), when the third ring is infiltrated, for the following set of structural and material parameters, Λ = 2.3µ m, r = r1 = r6 = 0.65µ m, rd = 0.45µ m, and for three values of
the liquid’s index centered at nd = 1.33. It is demonstrated that the minimum D wavelength
can be tuned [9] with an efficiency of 0.64nm/10−4 RIU. In the case of a typical optical liquid
with a thermo-optic coefficient of −3.34 × 10−4 RIU/◦ C [23], this translates to a thermal tuning
efficiency of 2.14nm/◦ C. The modal intensity profiles at 1.5 and 1.6µ m are shown in the inset
for nd = 1.33. At low wavelengths the optical power is confined in the inner core, while it progressively couples to the outer core towards longer wavelengths. The fundamental supermode’s
dispersion curve experiences a transition between the two modal curves of the isolated cores,
whose anti-crossing leads to a notch in D(λ ) and to very high absolute values.
2.3.

Differential group delay in highly-birefringent dual-concentric PCFs

Geometrical birefringence can be induced in the PCF structure by modifying the radius of the
two air-holes adjacent to the fiber’s core. Since this modification affects the geometry mostly
of the central core, the fiber’s polarization-dependent dispersive properties are expected to be
altered mainly in the wavelength window where the fundamental supermode is confined in the
inner core. Contrarily, the impact on the birefringence of the infiltrated outer core should be
minimal.
Figure 3(a,b) shows the dispersion curves for the x- and y-polarized fundamental supermode,
that is the one of the highest modal index, for a set of indicative examples and the corresponding modal birefringence B, defined as the difference between the indices ny and nx of the y- and
x-polarized supermodes, respectively. Two individual cases are considered, assuming that the
fiber’s outer core is formed in the third (PCF A) or the fourth (PCF B) air-hole ring of the mi-
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Fig. 2. Chromatic dispersion coefficient D of the dual-core PCF under study for Λ = 2.3µ m,
r = r1 = r6 = 0.65µ m, rd = 0.45µ m, for three values of the infiltrated liquid’s index. A
tuning efficiency of the notch wavelength equal to 0.64nm/10−4 RIU is demonstrated. Inset
shows the modal intensity profile of the fundamental supermode for nd = 1.33 at 1.5µ m
(left) and 1.6µ m (right).

crostructured cladding. Since the fundamental mode in the inner core is no longer degenerate,
the dispersion curves of its two orthogonal polarizations split in the spectral window corresponding to wavelengths shorter than the two polarization-dependent notch wavelengths λx and
λy , which in general depend on the fiber’s structural parameters and the index of the infiltrated
liquid nd . For higher wavelengths both polarizations are confined in the symmetrical outer core
and thus modal birefringence vanishes. In the region between λx and λy birefringence exhibits
a drop, which is more abrupt when the outer-core is formed in the fourth rather than the third
ring, as in that case the two cores are more optically isolated. The sign of B depends on r1 ;
for r1 > r it is shown that ny > nx , since in this case the y−polarized mode exhibits stronger
confinement in the inner core, the opposite being the case for r1 < r.
Apart from the fundamental mode, dual-core PCFs also support a second-order supermode,
whose dispersive properties are in a sense reversed with respect to the fundamental one, that is
optical power is confined in the inner (outer) core in the long (short) wavelength window, and
its chromatic dispersion coefficient obtains the same absolute values, but with inverse sign [9].
In the case of the birefringent PCF here studied, these properties still apply separately for each
polarization, as shown in Fig. 3(c). In the transition window between λx and λy , the slope of
B(λ ) of the second-order supermode is positive and slightly larger in absolute value than that
of the fundamental one, as the birefringence of the individual inner mode gradually rises with
wavelength. Thus, since the second-order supermode is confined in the fiber’s inner core in the
wavelengths longer than the transition window, as shown in Fig. 3(d) where the modal intensity
profiles for all modes are calculated at 1.55µ m, its birefringence is larger compared to that of
the fundamental one in the short-wavelength window.
It should be mentioned here that in all cases studied, when the fourth air-ring core is selected
as the outer core r6 is set equal to 0.95µ m in order to reduce confinement losses, which are kept
below 0.05dB/m for both polarizations in the entire wavelength window under study, and can
be further reduced by adding more air-hole rings in the PCF’s cladding. The maximum value
reported corresponds to the long wavelength extreme of 1.7µ m. Moreover, unless otherwise
stated, the cladding hole radius is equal to r = 0.65µ m, the outer core ring radius rd is equal to
0.45µ m and the pitch Λ is set to 2.3µ m.
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Fig. 3. Dispersion curves of the fundamental x- and y-polarized PCF supermode for a set
of indicative cases (Λ = 2.3µ m, r = 0.65µ m, and rd = 0.45µ m) where (a) r1 < r and (b)
r1 > r and for the outer core formed either in the third (PCF A) or the fourth (PCF B)
ring of air-holes. Insets show the corresponding modal birefringence, which drops to zero
when both polarizations are coupled in the outer ring. The transition is abrupt and linear
in the case of the fourth-ring core, while it exhibits a more gradual profile when the third
core is selected as the outer fiber core. (c) Dispersion curves and modal birefringence of
both the fundamental and the second-order supermode for the example studied in (b), with
the outer core formed in the third ring. (d) Modal intensity profiles for both supermodes
and polarizations, calculated at 1.55µ m. In the long wavelength window, the fundamental
supermode (FSM) is confined in the outer ring-core, while the second order one (SOSM)
in the inner core, exhibiting high values of birefringence.

The shape and particularly the slope of the wavelength-dependent birefringence B(λ ) influences directly the value of DGD, which depends on B ≡ ny − nx according to


1
1
1
dB
B−λ
DGD =
−
=
,
(1)
vg,y vg,x
c
dλ
vg,i being the polarization-dependent group velocity, and c the speed of light in vacuum. In
typical conventional or photonic crystal polarization-maintaining fibers B is a smooth function
of λ and the two terms in (1) are comparable, leading to values of DGD in the range of a few
ps/m [24]. Nevertheless, in the case of the dual-core PCFs under study, owing to the high slope
of B in the transition window between λx and λy , the second term in (1) dominates and leads
to very high values of DGD. Figure 4 shows the DGD calculated for two sets of parameters
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Fig. 4. Differential-group-delay of the proposed dual-core PCF for Λ = 2.3µ m, rd =
0.45µ m and (a) r1 = 0.65r, nd = 1.36 and (b) r1 = 1.15r, nd = 1.32 (third-ring outer
core), and r1 = 1.25r, nd = 1.31 (fourth-ring outer core). In the case of the fourth-ring
DGD(λ ) is almost piecewise-constant, obtaining high values in the window between the
wavelength notches corresponding to the anti-crossing of the two polarizations of the fundamental mode, while in that of the third-ring DGD(λ ) exhibits a Gaussian-like profile.

where either the third or the fourth ring is selected as the outer core. Far from the transition
region between λx and λy the first term in (1), which is directly proportional to B, influences
the total value of DGD. Within the transition window, DGD obtains values higher than 60ps/m
and 50ps/m, when the outer core is placed in the fourth and third ring, respectively. When the
fourth ring is selected as the outer core, the DGD spectral profile shows an abrupt rise and drop
at λx and λy , and maintains an almost constant value in between. In the case of the third-ring
outer core the DGD exhibits a smoother Gaussian-like profile. Such values of DGD indicate
that PMD compensation of long-haul fiber links can be achieved by using a short piece of the
proposed PCF [10]. Although the results here presented refer to the fundamental supermode,
equally high values of DGD with opposite sign can be achieved for the second-order mode,
since the slope of B(λ ) within the transition window is in that case positive, as shown in the
inset in Fig. 3(c).
2.4.

Effect of the PCF structural and material parameters on the values of DGD

In order to investigate into the dependence of DGD on modal birefringence we extended our
study by letting r1 vary in the interval 0.6r < r1 < 1.4r. A strong red- (blue-) shift is observed
when r1 is smaller (larger) than r. The DGD curves can be shifted back into the telecom window by properly adjusting the value of nd as shown in Fig. 5(a), where the maximum DGD
wavelength and the liquid index values used in the simulations are cited. The selection of these
values of nd , although not unique, ensures that the high-DGD profile of the proposed PCF
covers approximately the same spectral windows for r1 > r and r1 < r, so that results may be
directly compared and thus the impact of B over DGD can be assessed. Although the wavelength where DGD is maximized does not coincide exactly among the cases studied, Figure
5(b) reveals that while an increase (decrease) of nd leads to blue- (red-) shifting of DGD(λ ), all
other spectral characteristics of the DGD profile are not significantly affected. Given that, the
impact of other key structural parameters can also be studied, as it will be demonstrated in the
following of the performed analysis.
Figure 6(a) shows the dependence of the maximum value of DGD on the radius r1 , while
the inset shows the corresponding peak value of B. The calculated values refer directly to the
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Fig. 5. (a) Wavelength of maximum calculated DGD and (inset) refractive index values of
the infiltrated liquid used in the simulations. (b) DGD spectral profile for two indicative
cases where the third ring is infiltrated for varying values of nd . An increase of the liquid’s refractive index leads to a blue-shift of DGD(λ ), without affecting its other spectral
characteristics.

results presented in Fig. 5(a), where the corresponding structural and material parameters, as
well as the wavelengths where DGD is maximized are quoted. In the case of PCF A, the curve
of B = B(λ ) shows a more gradual variation compared to that of PCF B, as the inner and
outer core are less isolated, which facilitates optical power coupling between them. This leads
to a less steep slope of B and, as a consequence, the maximum absolute value of DGD rises
smoothly as r1 deviates from r. On the other hand, in the case of PCF B, where the outer core
is formed in the fourth ring, the transition between maximum and zero birefringence is abrupt
and almost linear, which implies a constant value of dB/d λ . Thus, even for small deviations
of r1 almost the same maximum value of DGD is predicted as demonstrated in Figure 6(b),
which shows the wavelength dependence of birefringence and the DGD profile for r1 = 1.05r
and r1 = 1.3r. It can be noticed that as the slope of B(λ ) is almost identical in both cases, the
same also holds for the maximum DGD value. Nevertheless, as the transition window between
λx and λy is larger in the case of larger r1 the high-DGD window is also extended, up to more
than 50nm for r1 = 1.3r.
The spectral extent of the high-DGD window with respect to r1 is thoroughly investigated in
Fig. 7. It is shown that higher absolute values of modal birefringence, according to the inset of
Fig. 6(a), raise the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the DGD spectral profile, namely
the window defined by the two λ where the value of DGD drops to half of its maximum value.
This property might be of use in PMD-emulator systems, where large values of PMD may
be induced in a broad wavelength band in order to assess the effect of PMD on the signal
quality of WDM systems. In the context of assessing the tunability of the DGD value, a more
important parameter is the the transition between zero and maximum level of DGD, which
can be quantified via ∆λ rise = λ 90% − λ 10% , that is the increment defined by two wavelengths
where DGD obtains 90% and 10% of its maximum value, respectively. The inset in Fig. 7
demonstrates that the transition is very abrupt in the case of the fourth-ring outer core, with
∆λ rise obtaining very low values, less than 5nm. On the contrary, infiltration of the third core
leads to smoother transitions, implying more efficient and controllable DGD-tuning. For this
purpose, the rest of the results in the present study refer to the case of selecting the third ring as
the fiber’s outer core.
Since the outer core is essentially composed of two materials, silica and the infiltrated liquid
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Fig. 6. (a) Maximum DGD and birefringence values for the dual-core PCF under study
obtained for various values of r1 , with reference to the results shown in Fig. 5(a). DGD
raises gradually with birefringence when the third ring is selected as the outer core. DGD
values of up to 70 and 60 ps/m can be readily achieved for the outer core placed in the
fourth and the third ring, respectively. (b) Modal birefringence and DGD profile when the
fourth-ring is infiltrated for r1 = 1.3r, nd = 1.3 and r1 = 1.05r, nd = 1.33. As the slope of
B(λ ) is almost equal in the two cases, the maximum DGD value is not significantly affected
by the fiber birefringence maximum value.

Fig. 7. Spectral extent (FWHM) of the high-DGD window and (inset) wavelength increment ∆λ rise , defined as the distance between wavelengths at which DGD obtains 10% and
90% of its maximum value, for the PCF under study. Very abrupt transitions are predicted
when the outer core is placed in the fourth ring of the PCF’s cladding.

in the capillaries, its effective index depends both on the radius rd and the refractive index nd
of the optical liquid. Figure 8 studies the impact of the geometry and the material infiltrated in
the outer core, for sets of parameters that maintain the high-DGD spectral profile within the Cband. It is shown that the increase of rd and nd leads to higher values of DGD, although in that
case FWHM and ∆λ rise decrease, indicating a more abrupt transition. Apart from providing
higher DGD-values, larger radii rd may also facilitate the infiltration process. For rd = 0.8µ m
and nd = 1.404 the maximum value of DGD exceeds 100ps/m at 1.54µ m.
Figure 9 investigates the impact of the overall dimensions of the fiber, which are directly
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Fig. 8. DGD profiles for different values of the outer core radius and the index of the
infiltrated liquid for r1 = 1.3r. Higher values of DGD can be obtained by simultaneously
raising rd and nd , for the same wavelength window. Inset shows the maximum obtainable
values of DGD with respect to the infiltrated capillary radius rd , for the set of cases studied.

Fig. 9. DGD profiles for different values of the lattice pitch Λ, with relative structural
parameters r/Λ and rd /Λ kept the same. Smaller values of Λ blue-shift DGD(λ ) and lead
to higher DGD. The spectral position of DGD(λ ) can be controlled by adjusting the liquid’s
index nd . The inset shows the maximum DGD value obtained in the cases studied, for Λ
ranging from 1.9 to 2.5µ m.

related to the triangular lattice pitch Λ. Keeping the same value for the relative geometrical
dimensions, namely rd = (0.5/2.3)Λ′ and r = (0.65/2.3)Λ′ , the pitch value is modified, along
with nd in order to shift the DGD profile in the same wavelength window. The increase of Λ
red-shifts the DGD profile and lowers the maximum attainable DGD, as demonstrated in the
inset. Although higher Λ provide lower DGD values, they enable coupling of the proposed fiber
with other PCF or SMFs by raising the dimensions of the core and the modal field diameters.
On the other hand, PCFs with small pitches provide larger values of DGD, implying that shorter
fiber lengths may be required in PMD-control applications.
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Fig. 10. DGD-tuning characteristics for two indicative cases of the proposed dual-core
birefringent PCF. DGD curves with respect to the index nd of the liquid infiltrating the third
core for (a) r1 = 1.3r, rd = 0.75µ m and (b) r1 = 1.3r, rd = 0.5µ m. (c) The correspoding
value of DGD at 1.55µ m with respect to nd or, equivalently, a temperature variation ∆T ,
assuming a thermo-optic coefficient of −3.34 × 10−4 RIU/◦ C. (d) A proposed layout for
the efficient tuning of DGD in the proposed PCF: light is in- and out-coupled at ambient
temperature where both polarizations are confined in the same core and it is gradually
heated in order to induce the desired value of DGD.

2.5.

Thermal tuning of DGD in dual-core PCFs

The analysis thus far has shown that the proposed dual-core birefringent PCFs provide exceptionally high values of DGD, owing to the intense slope of modal birefringence within the
transition window related to the anti-crossing of the two orthogonal polarizations of the fundamental supermode. The spectral window, the bandwidth, the maximum DGD value and the
rise wavelength increment depend on the structural and material parameters of the fiber, one of
which is the refractive index nd of the infiltrated material. Dynamic tuning of the DGD value is
possible by thermally adjusting the value of nd . Figure 10 investigates two indicative examples
of the cases studied in terms of their tunability efficiency. The DGD spectral profiles for varying
nd is shown in Figs 10(a,b), where r1 = 1.3r and rd is equal to 0.75µ m and 0.5µ m, respectively.
The value of DGD at 1.55µ m for both cases with respect to nd is presented in Fig. 10(c), along
with the corresponding temperature variations ∆T needed to induce the necessary ∆nd , assuming a thermo-optic coefficient of −3.34 × 10−4 RIU/◦ C for the optical liquid [23]. The case
where rd = 0.75µ m shows enhanced thermal tunability, since the liquid occupies more space
in the outer core. A total variation of 6◦ C and 18◦ C is needed in order to cover the full transition
from zero to maximum DGD for the two examples, which in the case of a typical resolution
of 0.1◦ C of temperature control stages, implies both adequate control of the exact DGD value
and limited ∆T . Coupling of the proposed PCF to conventional SMFs depends on the structural
parameters, as shown in Fig. 9, and can be optimized by using various PCF to SMF coupling
techniques [25], or by selecting similar dimension commercially available SMFs [26].
A layout for the efficient control of the induced DGD in the dual-core PCFs under study is
proposed in Fig. 10(d). A metal coating of variable thickness is placed around the fiber so that
at the fiber input and output the temperature variation is very low owing to increased metal
thickness and thus reduced current density [27]. The coating thickness is gradually reduced so
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that in the main part of the fiber the desired temperature variation ∆T is induced. This configuration permits in- and out-coupling of light at ambient temperature, which can be selected by
properly fixing nd so that both polarization are confined in either one of the fiber cores, that is
away from the transition window, as both the fundamental and the second-order supermodes are
capable of providing comparably high values of DGD. In-between, the fiber is gradually heated
in order to develop the modal profiles corresponding to the two polarizations, and thus induce
the desired value of DGD. Since optical liquids are characterized by a negative thermo-optic
coefficient [23], heating always results in a decrease of the liquid’s refractive index. Assuming
light coupling into the inner core is selected, as it presents significantly lower complexity, the
proposed layout implies exciting the second-order mode at the long-wavelength edge of the
transition window and heating of the fiber in order to tune the DGD value. In that case, the
fundamental supermode is well confined in the outer core, as in the indicative case shown in
Fig. 3(d), located at a radius of 3Λ, while the modal field radius (MFR) of the second-order supermode is comparable to Λ. Therefore, efficient selective excitation of the inner core mode is
feasible by coupling light in the proposed PCF with a small-core SMF with similar MFR, such
as, for instance, SM1500 by Fibercore [26]. For the particular case of Fig. 3(d), the calculation
of the overlap integrals of the modal profiles of the dual-core PCF and that of SM1500 revealed
for both polarizations an overlap coefficient higher than 80% for the second-order supermode,
while less than 2% for the fundamental one, indicating that efficient coupling can be achieved.
Other options include the use of a cooling rather than heating stage, so that the fundamental
supermode at the short wavelength edge of the same window could be instead excited, as in
that case it is confined in the inner core of the fiber.
In a more elaborate configuration, various pieces of the proposed PCF may be combined in
a more efficient multi-stage layout, which allows for the compensation of higher-order PMD
as well [28]. Finally, PCFs of this type might also be exploited in applications where variable
birefringence is required, such as in tunable Sagnac optical filters [29].
3.

Conclusions

The dispersive properties of dual-concentric-core birefringent PCFs have been investigated via
a theoretical analysis based on the multipole method. It is shown that high values of differential
group delay can be induced in such fibers, due to the abrupt slope of modal birefringence corresponding to the two polarizations of the fiber’s supermodes. The value and spectral position of
DGD can be adjusted by properly selecting the geometrical parameters of the PCF’s structure.
Thermal tuning is also possible by infiltrating the outer core’s air-holes with an optical liquid
with a high thermo-optic coefficient. Tunable DGD values up to 100ps/m are predicted for a
thermal variation of 15◦ C. Such thermally tunable dispersive elements may be integrated in
PMD compensation or emulation modules as an all-fiber solution that provides lower complexity and the same functionality in a wider wavelength window when compared to tension-tuned,
chirped highly-birefringent fiber Bragg gratings, which constitute the main choice for fiberbased dynamic optical PMD compensation.
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